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Contact Your ECFE Teachers! We love to hear from you.  

Christina Cayer, Early Childhood Teacher                       

Phone: 507-333-6844     ccayer@faribault.k12.mn.us  

Cahrene Dimick, Parent Educator   Phone: 507-333-6835     

cdimick@faribault.k12.mn.us  

Julie Schiffer, Parent Educator   Phone: 507-333-6834                  

jschiffer@faribault.k12.mn.us  

You can see all of our handouts plus more on each par-

enting topic at http://faribaultecfe.wikidot.com 

You can find a copy of the    

McKinley Parent Manual at 

www.faribault.k12.mn.us/

schools/mecc                                                  

under “For Parents.”   

We are also on Facebook:  

facebook.com/

mckinleyfaribault 

ECFE Learning Links—Spring 2018 

Bugs Self-Regulation 

Children’s Perspective: 

Sometimes I feel overwhelmed and it is 

hard to control myself. I need you to help 

me learn to handle my feelings and manage 

my own actions. 

Parent Learning:  

Parents support their children’s social and 

emotional development when they teach 

their children to regulate their emotions 

and attention, both physiologically and  

behaviorally. 

Minnesota Parent Education Core Curriculum Framework, 2011 

What We Did in School This Week 

Art Table: Butterfly Sponge Painting 

Easel: Fly Swatting Painting 

Math Table: Scoop A Bug Sorting Kit 

                        Frog Life Puzzle 

Science Table: Insects Science Specimen Kit 

                            Life Cycle Sequencing Kit 

Sensory Table: Bird Seed with Bugs, Shovels 

and Buckets 

Activity Table: Spider Paper Towel Roll 

Painting  

Take Away Activity: Hole Punching Very 

Hungry Caterpillar Activity 

Hands On Table: Dirt and Worms 

Book: The Very Hungry Caterpillar Carle 

Song: Itsy Bitsy Spider 



What does self-regulation look like during early childhood?  

Self-regulation skills and capacity change considerably over the first five years of life, based in 

part on cognitive and motor skill development. Here are examples of self-regulation skills that 

children might be ready for, by developmental age group.  

 

In infancy:  

· Shifting attention or averting gaze when overwhelmed  

· Self-soothing by sucking fingers or a pacifier to reduce distress  

 

In toddlerhood:  

· Focusing attention for short periods  

· Adjusting behavior to achieve goals  

· Beginning to label feelings  

· Briefly delaying gratification  

· Turning to adults for help with strong feelings 

 

In preschool-aged children:  

· Recognizing a growing array of feelings in self and others  

· Identifying solutions to simple problems  

· With support, using strategies like deep breaths and 

self-talk to calm down  

· Focusing attention and persisting on difficult tasks for 

increased lengths of time  

· Perspective-taking and early empathy 

 

In the early years, children’s ability to self-regulate is dependent on caring adults who support 

their efforts to grow in this ability. 


